
PROTECT THE THINGS YOU CARE ABOUT FROM THE THINGS YOU CANNOT TRUST

Authentic8 enables anyone, anywhere, on any device to experience the web without risk. The Silo Web 
Isolation Platform by Authentic8 separates the things you care about like apps, data and devices, from the 
things you cannot trust like public websites, external users and unmanaged devices. Silo executes all web 
code in a secure, isolated environment that is managed by policy, to provide protection and oversight. 

Today, the world’s most at-risk organizations rely on Silo to deliver trust where it otherwise cannot  
be guaranteed. 
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Multi-Search for Analysts
During an investigation, an analyst will search multiple websites for additional information pertaining to a specific item 
of interest or artifact collected during a case. Most researchers have preferred groups of specialized sites that vary 
based on the analysis required – for an image, domain, hash, etc.

Visiting each site individually can be cumbersome – and requires the analyst to navigate away from their primary 
research and sources. When a specific type of artifact is found, the  analyst has to quickly recall all of the relevant 
websites, or keep dozens of browser tabs open, which is hardly an ideal scenario from a productivity perspective.   

Multi-search Workflows
Gofer is an extension for Silo for Research that allows analysts to configure and execute multi-search workflows 
seamlessly. Gofer offers a set of preconfigured websites and workflows, which can be customized and enhanced to fit 
any type of investigation. 

• Easily create and modify workflows for any type of search

• Find the right workflows for any investigation using context-aware right-click menu and copy/paste search box

• Import/export workflow configurations and share workflows with others on your team

• Review all searches during an investigation using an audit trail

The Benefits
• Save time with frequently used workflows 

• Open and search a dozen or more websites with a single click

• Instantly recall all relevant searches 

• Customize websites and workflows to specific geographies via Authentic8 egress nodes to hide search attribution

Gofer Add-On: Silo for Research


